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Overview
The signal flow of this power supply starts with a power transformer to take the
120𝑉!"# at 60Hz from an outlet and bring it down to around 12𝑉!"# . This is
followed by a diode full-wave rectifier for both the positive and negative paths.
Following the rectifier is a capacitor that acts as a filter. This filter is charged by the
positive cycle of the wave and slightly discharges between each peak prior to fully
charging again. The final section is a voltage regulator, which evens out the voltage
differences in the signal to deliver a constant DC voltage signal to the load. The
signal flow diagram below shows these above sections.

Sedra/Smith figure 4.22

Power Transformer
Given the specifications for the Power transistor used in the build, the output is
12.6V. This means the turns ratio in the transformer is around 10:1. This is
!
consistent with the equation for the output voltage of a transformer, 𝑣! = 𝑣!" !! .
!
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Diode Rectifier
The diode used in the rectifier stage is a half-wave rectifier. The diodes in the build
are the 1N4001 and there are two separate half-wave rectifiers for the positive and
negative paths. In the positive output path the non-inverted output of the Power
Transformer goes through the forward biased diode giving the positive phase of the
wave.

Filter
This stage is made up of a 1N4001 diode and a 2200uF capacitor. As the voltage is
in its positive phase, the capacitor would initially charge to the full 12.6 volts.
Between the peaks of the positive phases the capacitor would discharge until the
voltage going through it reaches above its value. This then causes it to recharge
back to the peak voltage of 12.6. In the figure below this pattern is shown.

!

The voltage discharge is given by the equation 𝑉! 𝑒 !!" ,which is equivalent to 𝑉! − 𝑉! .
!

Knowing that RC >> T we can assume that 𝑒 !!" ≈ 1 −
!

Therefore: 𝑉! 𝑒 !!" = 𝑉! 1 −
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Through calculations we determined that the that the dissipated voltage (𝑉! ) was
.95V.

Voltage Regulator
The voltage regulator in the positive path is the LM317T, which uses a feedback loop
decrease the voltage differences. The feedback pin operates at 𝑉!"# which is the
difference between the output pin and the feedback pin. During ordinary operation
the reference voltage is 1.25V, as given by the regulators data sheet below.

The equation for the ideal operation of the regulator gives
!
𝑉!"# = 𝑉!"# 1 + ! ! where 𝑅! = 𝑅! and 𝑅! = 𝑅! .
!

At the highest setting for 𝑅! (2.5𝑘Ω) the ideal output voltage would be 18.6V

Simulated LM317T outputs for Power supply

